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Curricular implications of the influences of the
1:nternet on journalism

Abstract
This paper presents and discusses the results of a grounded theory study of
the implications for the journalism education curriculunl of the influences
ofthe Internet upon journalism pracrice. Based upon analysis ofthree months
of dialogue across four electronic discussion lists used by journalists and
educators in early 1997, the paper identifies more than 160 new tasks and
practices required ofjournalists in the new media environment and discusses
the implications of this tinding for the resourcing, teaching, curriculum and
outcomes ofjournalism education. It concludes that the Internet, in influencins journalism's context and pracrice, has forced a fundamental re-evaluation
of the mission and enterprise ofjournalism education and the content ofits
curriculun~.Intluences of the Internet upon both the contest ofjournalism
and its practice render current approaches anachronistic and demand a ree\.aluatioii of the aim, role and funcdon of journalism education.

'Introduction
This paper deals with t h e implications o f t h e influences o f t h e Internet
upon the actual content ofjournalism education, including t h e effects upon
t h e course work covered a n d t h e relevance o f traditional curricula a n d
topics in n ne\\ environment. I t stems from a g r o u n d e d theory study of
nine \ ~ c c k so f journdist a n d e d u c a t o r dialogue acrcss four eiectronic
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discussion lists used by journalists and educators in early 1997. I t develops an argument that Internet influences upon the contest and the practice of journalism reportage prompt a review of the approaches to the education ofjournalists, particularly the journalism curriculum. The paper reports upon the journalists' and educators' own discussions about such
implications. Importantly, it addresses the educational implications ofthe
168 new journalistic tasks and practices which the researcher has identified as emerging as an influence of the Internet. I t concludes influences
ofthe Internet upon both the contest ofjournalism and its practice render
current approaches anachronistic and demand for a re-evaluation of the
aim, role and function of journalism education.

Journalism education and the Internet: background
Until 1996 few formal studies had been conducted into the relationship
benveen journalism education and the Internet. As Gunaratne and Lee
(1996: 27) note, it was not until 1995 that the academic compendium
Communication Abstracts first used the word 'Internet' as a search key\\.ord (Gordon 1995).
Educational resources for journalism students and faculty begun to
appear in 1995. Gunaratne and Lee (1996: 2 7 ) explained general reporting textbooks had been slolv to include Internet resources because of the
deiay between writing and publication. Specialist tests o n computerassisted reporting and online research became available as resources for
journalists and tests for reporting classes (Garrison 1995; Paul 1994;
Reddick and King 1995). By the end of 1998 several more Internet journalism tests had become available, including some which were nationbased such as that focusing on the Australian situation by Quinn (1998).
Online resources had been enhanced and updated. Quinn (1998: 91-98)
listed a range of 2 7 web sites specially created for journalists and journalism educators featuring lists of links to usef~tlresources.
rirant (1996) reported to the Association for Education in Journalism
nnd Mass Communication on the \videspread adoption of the Internet
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among its program members. His survey o f 1 3 3 programs in January and
February 1996 found that e-mail and Internet access was provided t o 9 6
per cent ofprofessors and World Wide Web access was provided t o 8 7 per
cent of them. In 9 3 per cent ofthese programs students had access to such
resources, with 9 0 per cent having access t o e-mail and the Internet and
8 0 per cent t o the Web. At that stage 71 per cent of the programs featured a home page on the Web and half o f the professors surveyed had
their o u n home pages. Panici (1998) surveyed 5 6 mass communication
faculty on a range of issues, including a question about the kinds of new
media they used themselves and required rheir students to use in their
courses. Most instructors used the World Wide Web (63%),Internet search
engines (61%),videotapes (56%)and electronic mail (56%)to prepare rheir
course materials and lectures (Panici 1998: 57). For research purposes,
they used Internet search engines (67%),WWW (60%)and e-mail(56%),
\vhile in the classroom they used videotapes (86%),audio equipment (65%),
7m4QV (48%)and e-mail (46%).
Sharing ofideas among educators was important in the pedagogical and
curricular levels. Gunaratne and Lee (1996: 3 4 ) noted that journalism
educators had started t o make use of discussion lists such as Journet t o
exchange information about how they were incorporating new technologies into their programs.
Se~reralresearchers have explored the curriculum implications of the
advent of the Internet for journalism education. Pearson (1993: 131-3)
described the effective use of electronic mail as a student publishing vehicle. He explained the production of a campus news bulletin using e-mail
1:echnolog as a substitute for the instant, yet textual, medium required a
different wiring style, a blend o f radio and newspaper reportage. J.T.
Johnson (1994) built an argument which suggested journalisn~educators
nere left with little option but t o integrate online research skills across
the journalism curriculum. After establishing that the only kind of journalism I\-01th teaching \\.as the analytical kind, Johnson itemised nvo levcls of insrrucdon required t o bring journalists up t o a suitable skill level:
rhe first wns the mastery of bxic hard\vare and sofhare management, while
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the second was the use o f these skills t o access and process data t o produce insightful works o f journalism (1994: 62-3).
Thompson (1995) proposed a radical restructuring of the journalism
and mass communication curriculum t o accommodate modules on 'digital communications'. His proposal involved the injection of four modules into the curriculum: information gathering; message preparation;
editing and production; and message delivery. H e gave examples of e-mail
interviewing being added t o information gathering classes and digital press
release creation being added t o message preparation units. Despite
Thompson's argument that his modularised curriculum 'does not replace
or displace any traditional skills or concepts', it is difficult t o see how it
could be accommodated w i t h o u t sacrificing some o t h e r content.
Gunaratne and Lee (1996: 2 6 ) agreed new technology needed t o be incorporated into existing courses, but suggested the task 'entails the problem of how t o add new material t o supplement the content o f a course
uirhout sacrificingits original core'. Friedland and Webb (1996: 60) found
they needed t o d o as much teaching in computer literacy as in journalism
in order t o get their students up t o speed with the techniques ofproducing an online journal.
Several have esplained their approaches in attempting such integration.
For Gunarame and Lee (1996: 29), it was a matter of retaining the core
elements of three subjects, but introducing entry-level e-mail, search,
listserv and Usenet skills before drawing upon Internet material for the
actual workshop material for the syllabus topics. Tapsall and Granato
(1997: 1 6 ) described their positioning o f online journalism h o w l e d g e
and computer-assisted reporting (CAR) skillsin the curriculum o f a Journalism Information Systems subject, a co-requisite for their introductory
news writing subject at the Queensland University of Technology. Afier
completing the nvo subjects students were expected t o undertake a CAR
assignment in each subsequent journalisnl unit in their program. The
course was structured in a traditional one hour lecture/nvo hour tutorial
format, with the first half devoted to instructing students on basis word
processing, spreadsheet and database s o h a r e along with simple niaths
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calculations; and the second half focusing on the Internet, studying the
World Wide Web, electronic mail, gopher and file transfer protocol.
Friedland and Webb also chose an integrated curriculum, but as a directed
study subject the syllabus was dependent upon students' learning needs
as they set about their group online reporting task in developing a laboratory journal. Topics typically included Internet navigation, hypertext/
multimedia writing, HTML authorship, digital camera operation, image
manipulation, online publication design, and creating and linking audio
and video (1996: 62-63).
Quinn (1997b: 139) concluded that resource limitations might prevent
such integracion ofInternet-relared topics into the curriculum, and suggested computer-aided reporting might be better positioned as a third or
fourth year elective subject rather than requiring all students to study it.
Some educators have written about strategies for dealing with specific
curriculum issues which have resulted from the Internet's influences upon
various facets ofjournalism. Massey (1996) took up the issue ofprint journalism education with 2 1 industry and education leaders in a Delphi study.
She conducted three rounds of surveys addressing the newspaper industry changes the experts espected in coming years, the skills newspaper
journnlists \vould need and how they might acquire these skills. Massey
(1996) identified the following top three predicated changes for newspapers:
w
hlore demands for staff with computer expertise.
More part-time and contract work.
Serious questions regarding copyright.
She identified the folloving top five predicated skills needed by journalists:
The need to keep learning and changing what they d o and ho\v
they d o it.
0
Better understanding of the readership of newspapers.
r Computerised information-gathering techniques and data rnanipu
htion techniques.
\\'illingness/openness to communicate Iria a variety o f media.
r Abilin to work independently
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Quinn interviewed Australian journalism educators about the estent of
their inclusion of computer-assisted reporting in the curriculum and found
almost all taught students how to use Web search engines and 8 0 per cent
taught students how to perform simple remote access tasks. However, only
one third taught students how to use a deeper level o f CAR. Nevertheless, Quinn was heartened that the educators appeared t o he ahead of the
Australian media industry in the CARfield, suggesting they take the lead
and drag the media into the digital era (1997a: 85-88). Williams suggested
that even in North America the use of 'deep' CAR techniques nas restricted
to a few 'hot spots', hut that there was 'a host ofbasic, transferable computer skills average reporters and editors should have'. These, she contended, should be integrated into regular journalism skills courses. At her
universir): American College, this required fundamental curriculum reform of esisting courses t o build computing skills into the program
(Williams, 1997: 67-68). She suggested a regime o f curricular injection
ofcomputing skills, progressing from basic word processing and file management skills in the introductory news writing classes; through the use
of Boolean logic for keyword searching and basic data analysis in reporting classes; desktop publishing and graphic manipulation in editing classes;
advanced searching on commercial databases and advanced Internet skills
in advanced reporting subjects; and more extensive skills in advanced
electives (1997: 69).
Lule (1998: 7-8) pointed to the need for curricular accommodation of
[he differences benveen writing and presenting the news for the traditional
and the new media. H e suggested students needed to learn to script and
build hypertext links into their stories which accommodate the 'non-linear narrative blocks of test that readers pursue in the order they choose'
and then handle the new level of interactivin benveen writer and reader
afforded by the new medium. Friedland and Webb (1996: 62) reported
the biggest conceptual challenge in their online journalism laboratory class
was in teaching the difference benveen writing for a hypertext medium as
opposed to lvriting for a print medium. Students needed to imagine how
multiple layers of content resided in the same reporting 'space', the!.u.rote.
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Ketterer (1998: 4) focused o n identification and verification o f online
resources as a key curriculum issue. Guidelines for assessing the credibility of a web site were built into the syllabus for a class devoted to the production of the D&ital Missourian publication (Ketterer 1998: 12).
The curricular accommodation o f t h e legal and ethical ramifications o f
cyberspace were explored by Smethers, who surveyed 253 journalism and
mass communication program heads on the degree to which their courses
incorporated ethical and legal issues associated with new media. Almost
nvo thirds had chosen to build such issues into existing subjects dealing
with la\\. and ethics or journalism skills, while only 5 per cent had already
dedicated a freestanding course to such topics. A further 1 8 per cent did
not deal n.ith the topics at all, although nvo thirds ofthose planned to d o
so in the future (1998: 1 9 ) .
Some educators challenged new technology's displacement o f other
important traditional values in the curriculum. Wilkins (1997: 72), for
example, suggested educators might be overlooking the very human nature o f the journalism enterprise by focusing too heavily on online skills
and knowledge. In building computer skills into the existing curriculum
at h e n c a n College, WiUiamsi1997: 68) reported a faculty fear that doing
so \vould 'drive out other basic reporting, writing and editing skills'.
Gunaratne and Lee (1996: 34), however, were confidenr the threat of
Internet-related instruction 'crowding out' other components of a course
would dissipate as more students gained information technology skills
before going to university. Scott (1995: 37) surveyed members o f the
Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication and
concluded students and faculty needed to keep abreast of both old and
ne\v curricular topics and skills.
While se~eralhave addressed methods of introducing online journalism ro the curriculum, few have examined the overall pedagogical positioning ofjournalism education in fathoming its capacity to prepare students for a transforming career. Allen and Miller (1997) attempted to d o
so b!. arguing for the adoption of a 'reflective practice' approach to journalisnl education. Reflective practice is the professional education method
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articulated by Schon (1987), which involves the placement of a reflective
practicum at the centre of a vocational program, linking the educational
environment with that of the workplace. As Allen and Miller (1997) explained, the approach involves introducing students to a professional experience, attending to their responses and feelings about the experience,
returning to the experience and then re-evaluating it. This is meant to
prepare students for competent reflection upon, and learning from, such
experiences when they are encountered in the workplace. They suggested
it had the potential to equip students to deal with frequent change in the
professional en\'wonment.

Method
A total of 1,217 messages across the four lists (Journet, CAR-L, SPJ-L
and Online-news) over the nine-weekpeliod beginning February 1,1997,
nere analysed. Ofthese, 629 informed the study. The messages were subjected to a process of constant comparison and theorybuilding in accordance with grounded theory procedures set out by Glaser and Strauss (1967)
and Strauss and Corbin (1990), using the computer program NUDIST.
Catego"s of the Internet's influences upon journalism practice were identified and theories built relating to those influences after the categories
were put through their own process of selective and axial coding, as outlined by Strauss (1987: 64-67). Finding of this process will be reported
elsewhere. However, for this study, the data were examined for indications of new tasks and practices required ofjournalists and any discussion
of their educational implications.

Results and discussion
(Note: Code numbers (eg, C972A0001) are used to identi@ the item of
electronic discussion from \vhich the data were drawn in order to preserve
the confidentiality of participants.)
The data showed the advent ofthe Internet had a range of implications
for the curriculum of journalism education, including the provision of a
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forum for curricular debate; the sharing of curricula online; the incorporation of the Internet into the curriculum in the form ofweb publishing
classes and multimedia strands; the inclusion of technology-related sklls
and knou-how; and the inclusion of units teaching students how to deal
with information overload. There were 168 new tasks and practices identified as becoming part o f t h e journalist's role, prompting an accompanying list o f possible additions t o the curriculum of journalism course. We
must remember that, despite the extent of discussion of such issues on
the lists, \ve have no way of gauging how widely such influences are occurring. The rate and extent of the adoption of educational resources,
methods, curricula and outcomes influenced by the Internet is beyond
the ambit of this study but is certainly worthy o f further research. Nevertheless, the evidence here suggests the nature of such influences.
The data revealed an emerging sense of community and camaraderie,
with the associated practices of collaboration amons
- .journalists and educators and establishing nenvorks ofcontacts among them, prompting the
suggestion ofcurricular modifications t o accommodate it. The traditional
focus on con?petitive 'scoops' in the news environment might be complemented by special atrention t o online collaboration among journalists.
Research units can be expanded to include instruction o n hou, journalists
might make contact with their colleagues and other sources over the Net.
Discussion of newsroom resources suggested the encouragement o f a
'sharing' culture in the newsroom with the introduction of an 'intranet'
for the sharing of resources. This might start at college level with the
construction ofsuch an intranet and usage protocols for university newsroom use.
The Internet was a site for a renegotiation of what should be in the
journalism curriculum (0972A0099). These were not simply Internetrelated issues. I n articulating curriculum concerns prompted by the
Internet, journalists and educators proved t o be revisiting matters which
went ro the heart of the practice and teaching ofjournalism. Course syllabi \\ere presented in an online form (J972A0025) and shared with other
educators as n result ofdiscussion list requests (J972C0012),a trend noted
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in among the likes of Gunararne and Lee (1996: 3 2 ) and Tapsall and
Granato (1997: 20).
The tasks and practices to emerge from the discussion of journalists'
changing perceptions and attitudes prompt a range of curricular solutions,
including the development o f interpersonal and organisational communication units covering such relationships; the building o f lobbying and
persuasion skills into curricula; and ensuring courses d o not ignore
traditional approaches in their rush to the novel, thus alienating newsroom traditionalists.
Discussion of the mission of journalismspawned discussion of shifts in
the employment market and the new social roles ofjournalists. If educators are in the business o f preparing journalists for their careers, how are
they taking account o f these new roles journalists might be expected to
fulfil? Some indication include the accommodation in the curriculum of
multi-media components, incremental news updating, innovation, duali n of writing and designing and investigation. But this is an area deserving of further research since it strikes at the very rationale for journalism
ed~~cation.
I t is likely both curricular and pedagogical changes would need
to be made to accomnlodate such new roles and prepare students to identify and exploit them.
Ne\\communicative and linguistic tasks and practices emerged, prompting a number of curricular strategies. Improved communication among
journalists can been enhanced by curricular concessions to the need to
build sharing strategies into reporting classes; developing units o n sharing technical kno\who\v and help protocols; developing others facilitating the sharing of industrial relations information and job opportunities;
and instigating students' active membership of discussion lists as a component of their journalism subjects.
The Internet had influenced the \%cry language used by journalists, adding to their ~ocabulariesand equipping them with new ways to describe
rhemselves and their practices. Educators faced the challenge of familinrising themsel\,es with such linguistic developn~entsand, in turn, passing
this imo\~ledgeon to their students. This prompted curricular adaptations
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equipping journalism students t o be aware of the technical language they
were using and the audience's level of understanding of it. I t called for
curricular recognition o f t h e need for precision in such language, consistency in style in the use of acronymns, and the assessmenr of the appropriateness of new technology colloquialisms. At times it might even require
assessment of thesuitability of English for a task and the exploration o f
the need for translation services, particularly when dealing with an inrernational audience in an international medium. This required curricular
accommodation of audience analysis tools t o help identi@linguistic needs.
O n the industrial front, the analysis prompts the proposition thar journalism studencs needed to be made aware o f t h e industrial context of rhe
profession they were about t o enter. They also might be made aware of
anticipated o r actual changes t o thar contest. This suggests curricular
accommodation of material covering such industrial matters, such as exercises exploring a range of industrial implications arising from certain
Internet influences. Innovations might include the introduction of a unit
on ergonomics as a standard curriculum item; the development of units
on contract negotiation for freelancers faced with a potentially exploitative ne\v commercial environment; and, associated vlth this, units in business acumen and consumer protection, given the trend towards contract
work for information professionals. (This \vas identified as the second most
predicted change for the newspaper industry by experts cited the Delphi
study by Massey (1996), reporred above. Journalists' ability t o work independently from home or with minimal supervision was identified as the
fifth most imporrant skill they n.ould need in the new environment.)
Technological matters prompted introductory instruction in sorting and
stripping electronic mail messages and units helping students keep pace
with ne\v versions o f software by instituting appraisal protocols. The
Internet was being accommodated into the curriculum with the development of Web publishing classes, including projecrs requiring students t o
design sites for local charities (J972A0009).
The rraditionai curriculum \\.as being influenced by the Internet in very
practical \vays. Multi-media topics were being built into courses, in much
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the same way as reported by Williams (1997: 69) and outlined above. One
discussant asked how far journalism students needed to travel down the
information technology road as part oftheir studies. Did they need to learn
all the technical skills required t o launch a web site onto the Net, for instance, including communication sofnvare, compatibility and programming languages like UNIX (J972A09011)? I t was observed that the
Internet allowed educators to incorporate 'all the mediums ofinfo-transmission' into their curricula, along with their tools (0972A0045). Others disagreed that journalism needed these technical skills. They argued
that the curriculum should show journalism students how technical aspects worked, but 'critical thinking, research skills, storytelling and a
passion to keep people informed' were the key skills that should dominate even the post-Internet curriculum ( 0 9 7 2 A 0 0 5 7 ; 0972A0071).
Some suggested integrated programs offering newtech skills combined
with such traditional features (0972A0081), echoing the views ofWilkins
(1997: 72) and Thompson (1995) and reported above. Students themselves \Yere in nvo minds as to whether to study traditional journalism
techniques or learn new sofnvare programs like Illustrator, and posted
messages to the lists seeking advice informing such decisions (0972A0030;
0972A0039; 0972A0051; 0972A0077; 0972A007S).
The knowledge of specific sofnvare was certainly becoming a hiring
requirement (0972A0092), as noted by Williams (1997: 67). But some
believed design and multi-media skills should be learned on the job rather
than added to the tertiary curriculum (0972A007S). Certainly, curricular inclusions needed to be more than just add-ons to existing courses,
contended a new media student who added: "Online editors need to be
more than reporters who know HTML." (0972A0145) Further, it was
suggested that multimedia was a creative enterprise, and it was questioned
Ivhether a structured education program could teach the required level
of creativin (0972A0046). Some took the opportunin to suggest that
trnditional visual and audio skills acquired in broadcast iournalism courses
\\ere crucial to understanding online journalism, given its capabilities in
these areas (0972.401 67). This vie\\ certainly reinforced the opinions of
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Friedland and Webb (1996) who had success with a laboratory-based
curriculum marrying the traditional disciplines, outlined above.
This raises questions over the proportions o f the curriculum which
should be spent on technological issues and knowledge, how much ofthis
knowledge is workplace-specific (particular versions of sofnvare etcetera)
and hon. much is t o d o with generic skills required of all journalists. I t
supported the findings of Friedland and Webb (1996: 62) who had t o
devote half of their online journal laboratory course t o computer literacy,
including developing competence in the kinds of multi-media skills listed
above. It leads t o further questions about the role o f internships or work
placements in the curriculum t o help students acquire such skills and
understandings if they are best learned in the workplace.
One solution t o emerge from the data was t o address course design at
a macro institutional level by marrying computer courses with journalism
courses into new hybrid offerings, allowing each t o preserve its identity
yet offering students the combination, as with the journalism major
minoring in computer science (0972A0032). This was not dissimilar t o
the Journalism Information Systems subject devised by Tapsall and Granato
(1997: 21) and described above, but different from the integration approach described by Gunaratne and Lee (1996: 29). T h e question of
whether t o integrate such skills into the overall curriculum, the approach
also favoured by Thompson (1 995) and Williams (1997: 69) or t o reach
them as an end-on elective as suggested by Quinn (1997b: 139) is worthy of further research. Reports upon their relative success \vould greatly
enhance the educational literature on the topic and provide guidance for
those contemplating change.
The discussion of actual new job types and opportunities led t o the identification of 1 8 n e v tasks and practices which have curricular ramifications.
Ofcourse, driving curriculum modifications would be the question: ''HOIV
are students best prepared for careers in such new fields?" With such an
am!. of ne\v job types being developed, educators might start by debating
and deciding \\hat the professional nomenclature 'journalist' now means
in the post-1nte:net environment. Curriculum adaptations would need t o
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take account ofjournalism job types, both traditional and new. Educators
\\',auld need t o determine the value in going to the extent ofadjusting the
curriculum t o incorporate skills and understandings required of such jobs.
It is suggested that course content covering many o f the new tasks and
practices could be incorporated into multi-media o r editing subjects.
Internet influences upon journalism's legal contest identified the need
for prompt curricular adjustment. Tertiary courses are designed t o prepare journalists for their professional practice. They should offer understanding of the legal contest in which journalists work. The empirical
evidence of a shift in the legal terrain o f journalism influenced by the
Internet prompts the need for review of this part of the journalism curriculuni. Curricula need t o be re-evaluated t o determine how they should
be adapted t o incorporate the redefinitions of laws relating to publishing,
distribution, jurisdiction, ownership and access. In-service training is probably necessary for working journalists on these issues. Just as important as
the topic areas themselves is the emphasis which should be placed upon
such topics in the new media environment. For esample, laws related t o
offensive materials might previously have had a low profile in media law
subjects; however, given the proliferation ofsuch niaterials on the Internet,
might non. be given a higher priority. Similarl!: intellectual property takes
on a more problematic profile in the Internet contest as information a i d
ideas are traded, borrowed and stolen at a remarkable rate. This reinforces
the findings of the Delphi study by Massey (1996), reported above, in
which a panel of industry leaders identified copyright as the third most
important issue facing the newspaper industry. Pedagogy might also be
assessed for the suitability o f incorporating programs adopting Donald
Schon's (1987) reflective practice approaches, given that online jouinalism classes might be strengthened by students understanding o f legal
iniplications of actions and learning to adapt their journalistic behaviours
t o compensate for legal changes as they arise.
In a similar way, ethics, is another component o f most journalism curricula, often bundled i n with media law in a single subject offering.
Internet ethical implications need to be built into tertiary curricula and
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into inservice courses for those becoming involved. Educational strategies for doing so need t o pay heed t o the needs ofjournalists as they g o
through the process of re-evaluating their behaoiours in the context of
the ne\v reporting and publishing environment. Their professional bodies need to re-evaluate their codes of ethics in consideration o f this development, just as the Australian Journalists Association recognised in
its code the new ethical dilemma presented by the arrival oftechnoloiy
-.
allowing the digital manipulation ofphotographs. Journalists, editors and
supervisors need to re-assess their expectations of their journalists in the
light of such new issues. I n this professional contest, in-service training
and seminars might play a role. Textbooks on ethics need to take account
o f these developments, prompting questions o n available resources.
Green (1997) has identified some of the legal and ethical risks attached
to students conducting real-life investigative reporting as part of an online
journalism subject. T h e issues o f identity, commercial influence,
netiquette, verification and regulation are key candidates for curricular
and textbook inclusion.
The method of inclusion of both legal and ethical cyberspace issues is
open for debate. As Smethers (1998: 19-20) revealed, journalism and mass
comn~unicationprograms have adopted a range of approaches to inclusion, some at the level o f the formal law and ethics courses which already
exist, some in new technology reporting classes which are evolving, and
some as reflection exercises in practical online reporting and publishing
\\.orkshops. Other options will undoubtedly arise, bur there seems little
excuse for not addressing such issues, unfortunately an option taken to
date b!. 18 per cent of the programs Smethers (1998: 1 9 ) had surveyed.
The contextual discussion of the influences of the Internet upon the
\.arious media in which journalism is practised prompts its own series of
educational implications, most of which present arguments for curricular
adaptation. Much of the focus ofjournalism education has been o n newspapers. Typically news writing has been taught from a print perspective
and the bulk of graduate placements have been nirh newspaper companies as thc largest employers of journalists. An influence of the Internet
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upon newspapers therefore has considerable educational implications as
educators need to adjust their thinking and educational strategies to this
shifi in the professional paradigm. With this in mind, educators might
revisit the curriculum to assess the level of newspaper 'bias' in their approaches to news writing approach and consider the value ofa more multimedia. This relates direcrly to the earlier analysis ofjob opporwnities. The
traditional major employment market for journalism graduates has been,
but opporrunities in this medium have shrunk with the decline of n e w paper titles since the 1950s.
Decisions on the inclusion of more multi-media components in the
curriculum might be premised upon detailed analysis of graduate placement with newspapers and the employment potential for graduates with
multi-media skills. The curriculum might also be influenced by educators'
decisions to experiment on the research and development side of the interface benveen newspapers and the Internet. Topics here might include
live and direct reporting for web publication, the digesting of newspaper
stories for Internet transmission, incorporation of video and audio grabs
in newspaper sites, building search engines into pages, hosting online chats,
adjusting letters to the editor responses to the new environment, establishing systems for breaking news, encouraging cross-fertilisation between
lveb and hard copies of ne\vspapers, and selecting opportunities forexternal hyperlinks. The lead has been set by the likes of Friedland and Webb
(1996: 62-63) who included a range of multi-media competence requirements into their online journalism laboratory subject explained above.
Certainly, tertiary courses have led newspapers in the implementation of
recent technologies, with the most prominent example being the use of
desktop pagination for their campus publications well in advance of industry. I t is important here to recall the Delphi study by Massey (1996),
reported above, in Lvhich newspaper industry leaders ranked computer
expertise; a better understanding of readers; computerised information
gathering and data manipulation; and multi-media competence among the
top requirements of the new generation ofjournalists, each of~vhichalso
emerged from the d m in this study.
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Each of the other media raises its own questions for educators in deciding upon curricular responses, but most also require similar curriculum
adaptations t o those already mentioned for newspapers.
As well as such medium-based initiatives, more general curricular inclusions might be units in audience analysis and audience interaction t o
allow for the more intimate dialogue afforded by the new medium and
the resultant need to better kno\\r media audiences. This might meet the
hopes ofLule (1998: 7-8), outlined above, that students might be taught
t o ho\v to encourage and participate in a "continuous dialogue benveen
readers and writers".
The qualities of new media have broad-ranging curricular implications
as journalism students need t o be aware o f t h e qualities of new media and
t o explore and practise strategies for creating journalism adapted to allow
for such qualities. Clearly, journalists need to understand such qualities if
they are t o target their work effectively t o new media audiences. Each is
deserving of special topics in the journalism curriculum as each quality
has potential impact on the kind ofjournalism produced: the international
nature, current!; i n t e r a c t i v i ~accessibiliq~t o new publishers, commercial
potential, design attributes, mass and niche markets, new communities,
'push' versus 'pull', capacin; its ephemeral nature and its multimedia attributes. Curricular strategies might include the study of the qualities of
new technologies so students can learn how t o evaluate such technologies and assess their implications for journalism practice; and in-service
courses for \\.orking journalists addressing how new technologies impact
upon their \vork in the traditional media and preparing them for the transition t o ne\v media.
The final contextual influence identified, that of audience, also has curricular implications. The notior. of audience has long been central t o coninlunication-based journalism courses. Its importance was underscored in
the finding of Massey (1996) in -her Delphi study revieu,ed above that
newspaper industry leaders viewed journalists' understanding of their
readership as the second most important skill for the new era. This
needs to be reinforced in the curriculum at both pre-service and in-service
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levels so journalism can be tailored to the special needs of these new
audiences. The special qualities of new audiences necessitates a continuous process of reappraisal by journalists, with each journalistic decision
made with audience in mind, both at the reporting and production
stages. Journalists need skills enabling them t o make regular reports o n
audience needs, soliciting feedback to audience responses. At a curricular
level, this calls for the development of audience assessment strategies in
journalism courses; the implementation of systems of audience response
to improve journalist-audience dialogue; and in-service training o n audiences and needs.
We now move to the curricular strategies developed in response to tasks
and practices emerging from the analysis of the influence of the Internet
upon journalism practice.
The teaching of approaches to news values and topics is fundamental
to journalism education. Findings that the news values ofprosimiq~and
currency had been influenced by the Internet prompted a reappraisal of
their positioning in the curriculum and approaches to their teaching. Proximity is a fundamental news value which takes its place in the foundational
education of journalism students about news ingredients and judgment,
or ' n e w sense' as it is known. Journalists needed t o be taught to recognise the capabilities of the Internet in evaluating the newsworthiness of
stories. They also needed to learn to explore the possibilities ofnew topics in their reportage and to develop new approaches to reporting their
specialty fields. This required curricular adaptations to include topics o n
such areas.
Journalists need to be given skills to reassess the notion of proximity as
a news value informing their news judgment. Students need the opportun i n in the curriculum to work through these kinds o f questions: If the
Internet does bring people closer, does this mean it makes them more
interested in news concerning fello\v world citizens, or perhaps only news
of a certain type or that concerning their particular real or virtual communities? What impact might the Internet have upon the role ofprosimi n 3s a nen.s value for traditional media audiences?
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Immediacy or currency as a news value implies speed in the journalism
process. This has educational implications for those needing to impart these
skills to studenrs. I t requires imaginative, perhaps multi-stage approaches
to news packaging, a different news environment from the single daily
deadlines so familiar to most journalists in the traditional media, particularly print and television. It requires the balancing ofother considerations
within a tighter timeline. The curriculum needs to proffer students skills
in assessing news events in time terms: when t o report them instantly and
when to imbue them with the benefits of longer-term analysis and interpretation. Workshops can be designed to address this. Further, the curriculum needs to take up the time issues of whether 'instant' information
transmission is still journalism as we know it, albeit without the interpretation and analysis normally assumed. Perhaps students need to consider
'immediacy' rather than 'currency' in news value theory given this attribute
of the new media. Scenarios testing the value of proximity and currency
in the Internet environment could be worked into the curriculum in the
form of news exercises and followup discussion.
Related to the news values of journalists is the topics they choose to
report upon, addressed above. Certain topics will not have been catered
for before the advent ofthe Internet, such as technological reporting with
an emphasis on this new medium. Students need to be made aware of
interplay between journalism, audiences and media to make appropriate
judgments on whether certaln reporting ropics are relevant to their audiences. To this end, journalists need skills in assessing news coverage in
consideration ofthe new medium, its capabilities, and changing audience
needs. The journalism curriculum needs strategies to teach students to
d o above. This might involve tracking the coverage across media to ascertain which are better suited to the coverage of particular story topics.
Journalists and journalism students already learn research skills. The
curricular in~plicationsare in broadening that set of research skills to include Internet-based research. This requires educators to identi@ what
nen. skills are needed for the Internet-based research enterprise and what
skills are no longer needed as a result of this shift. Journalists need to be
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able to solicit sources and story leads; obtain contact details; advise colleagues of breaking stories; identie the best Internet searching strategies
and the best search engines; decide upon the best discussion lists and sites
for the research purpose; quantie and budget the time spent on this enterprise in relation to time spent previously on research; determine the
currency and authenticity of material; develop information management
skills; and convince management and peers of value of the Internet research enterprise. An Internet-driven curriculum issue was the perceived
need to teach students how to cope with information overload, "how to
manage that information once we get it" (0973D0019). This reinforces
previous findings identifiing information overload as an issue of professional concern.
Educators need to position Internet research as a standard component
in the journalistic research toolkit, as suggested by Granato in Quinn
(1997a: 86). Again, Schon's (1987) reflective practice approach comes
into play here, because this pedagogy can be combined with curricular
inno\-ations to develop reflective skills in journalists which allows them to
use Intcrnet research skills appropriately for a given purpose.
Computer-assisted research and reporting (CARR) had already been
offered as a specialty in many courses. The advent o f the Internet now
launches it into the repertoire of general reporters, necessitating specialist and parallel instruction in CARR skills as part of research units, along
the lines de\doped by Tapsall and Granato (1997). Newspaper industry
leaders interviewed by Massey (1996) in her Delphi study identified such
skills as the third most important skills which will be needed by nelvspaper
journalists in the new media environment, as explained in Chapter 2. In
deciding upon the curricular accommodation of CARR, educators must
recognise that n.eb access alone is not computer-assisted reporting, as noted
by Quinn (1997a: 85). CARRimplies computer-based research and analysis well beyond that available on the Internet, including familiarity with
government information systems and database software. Educators must
recognise that the Internet simply adds to a developed field of reporting
based upon computer access ofpublic information. Curricular innovations
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can include the expansion of CARR training t o a broader entry level as
more journalists use computers in their reporting; the development of
CARR exercises across the Net t o train reporters in accessing public information; and the development of in-service courses for journalists on
CARR techniques.
Verifiing the currency of sources and gauging whether they are current
enough for use in reporting is a basic journalistic technique. Journalists
planning t o use Internet sources needed t o develop skills in ascertaining
the currency of information they accessed and accessing up-to-date information at a time when news was breaking. A revised curriculum might
include units giving journalists strategies for identifying the currency of
Internet-sourced information, such as strategies on finding dates in material or for identifiing contact details to check the date of material with
sources. This might extend t o actually citing the date o f t h e source in the
reportage and allowing the reader t o decide whether it is current enough
for their purposes. Such units might include examples ofoutdated work
with explanations of the resulting problems generated for audiences and
reporters.
A research attribute of the Internet \\.as the internationalisation of the
sources journalists have available t o them in their reporting. Curricular
additions might be aimed at educating journalists and srudents on the kinds
ofinternational sources which might be useful in their stories. This would
involve imbuing skills in seeking o u t international precedents for important local stories and international points of comparison for local stories.
The analysis of Web resources used by journalists at prompted a range
of curricular implications for journalism educators. Units might be incorporated into the curriculum o n strategies for rating the relarive usefulness
of a web site t o the journalist's purpose; shortcuts t o improve efficiency
in Web-based research; and auditing o f time and resources required t o
access such data.
Clearl!., journalists need t o be imbued \\,it11 skills t o develop systematic
authentication procedures when dealing with such information and t o
in\.estisate means of balancing vie\vs in their stories. At a pedagogical level,
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students might be given exercises requiring them to assess the biases inherent in certain ner-based material, endowing them with a healthy scepticism in their information gathering procedures. This might involve the
development of authentication checklists, accompanied by attribution
strategies t o alert readers to background biases o r alliances of the sources
used. They can also be taught how to find sources which might add balance o r different shades ofview t o their stories.
The problem of technology failure was raised as an issue confronting
journalists using the Internet. Students and journalists need t o be prepared to cope with such failure. At pre-service level, students need t o be
made aware of potential technical breakdowns and trained t o address
them ~vithinsofnvare capabilities. They also need to be taught backup,
verification and attribution protocols t o minimise risk. At inservice level,
journalists need such training, b u t focussed more particularly o n
their own work situations. The curriculum can feature examples which
s h o v such difficulties, with the opportunity t o for students to work
through solutions.
Another problem identified was that o f t h e time consumed by Internet
use. Educators need t o make the Internet/time link for students so
Internet tasks can be weighed up against other journalistic tasks. This
involves a systematic and pragmatic approach t o Internet usage, not simply as a toy with unlimited time constraints, but as a research and publication facility with its own set ofproperties and negotiable place in the journalistic enterprise. This can be addressed at preservice and inservice le\.els, with perhaps more focus on particular work situation at inservice level.
The curriculum might include an audit ofresearch and publishing needs
for various journalistic roles and the exploration of the potential for
internet use jvithin that schedule. I t might also include an audit o f time
spent on tasks, such as sifiing through topics on discussion lists. Students
~vouldneed t o be taught how t o conduct such audits from time management perspecti\.e.
.4 hrther Internet-related problem was the dubious authendcicy of much
Internet-sourced material. Students and \vor!iing journalists need t o learn
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about such dangers and authentication methods. A worthy exemplar of
such curricular inclusion was that centred upon assessing the credibility
of an Internet site included in Ketterer's (l99S: 12) account of the subject centred upon the production o f the Digital Mirsoz@'ian, detailed in
Chapter 2. There, a laboratory-based subject had concrete curricular requirements highlighting the importance of evaluating online resources.
The curriculum might include units designed t o de\zelop appropriate verification and attribution strategies so such scams are made evident. Further, students might be taught t o report upon such scams t o increase public
and Inrernet community awareness of them.
The influences of the Inrernet upon the writing o f journalists covered
also has curricular implications as journalism educators face the challenge
of adapting their writing programs t o cope with the potential for, and the
reality of, such change. The major curricular challenge is t o devise writing techniques which are adaptable t o the medium being used and the
audience being addressed. A difficulty is in gauging adaptability of audiences t o new techniques; that is, in maintaining an audience base while
implementing change.
The \villingness t o communicate in a \,ariety of media was identified by
nexvspaper industry leaders surveyed by Massey (1996) in her Delphi study
as the fourth most important skill for the new generation of journalists.
Specific curricular strategies for addressing such issues might be the inclusion of story structure appraisal units in reporting classes; developing
protocols for assessing audience espectations on language use and newtech usritingforms; esperimenting with multi-media reporting options in
reporting and editing classes; accessing ongoing \vriting development
programs such as Writer-L listserv over the Net; and generally reappraising the writing enterprise by considering the tasks and practices already
mentioned in earlier discussion.
There were repeated calls for more basic grammar instruction, particularly from working journalists (0972A0035). This prompted fierce debate on \vhether grammar should be positioned in the tertiary journalism
curriculum o r else\vhere ( 0 9 7 2 A 0 1 2 0 ; 0 9 7 2 A 0 1 2 1 ; 0 9 7 2 A 0 1 4 S ;
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0972A0160; 0972A0099; 0972A0167). I t was associated with the call
for core skills as part of the curriculum.
The curricular implications o f t h e influences of the Interner upon journalism quality control are substantial. The findings question the fundamental base upon which most courses teach their writing: Should it be
formula o r creative, for the old media o r the new, should there be remedial grammar o r is it not the responsibility ofjournalism educators? Curricular modifications must first address fundamental questions about the
role of journalism courses. One approach is to actually teach students
grammar as part of their journalism education, leading t o curricular inclusions such as the 'Crash Course in Grammar' handouts in class at one
institution (0972A0171). Another approach suggested was t o cull the
poor writers early on in a program (0972A0176).
There is a range of curricular implications of the identified need ofweb
production skills. Educators face a range of choices in deciding how t o
equip graduates with such skills at either pre-service and in-service levels.
They also need t o recognise that the rapidly changing medium creates the
necessity for frequent curriculum reviews and adaptations. An obvious step
is t o develop web production skills as part of the editing and publishing
curriculum. This allo\vs scope t o explore the differences from, and similarities to, traditional publishing methods. However, such a simple curricular solution does not necessarily encourage the cross-disciplinary curriculum which many deem necessary for web production, incorporating multimedia expertise from radio, television, graphic arts and print backgrounds.
Conclusion
Clearly, the Internet's influences upon the curricula ofjournalism courses
is an important implication o f t h e influence o f t h e Internet upon journalism practice. Such influences arise at a secondary level, in that only after
the influences on journalism practice are assessed and take hold d o curriculum issues for journalism education move to the forefront. A continuous process of revisiting and perhaps reshaping the journalism curriculum
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might be expected t o occur in the light o f the developing awareness o f
the attributes of the Internet and educators' recognition of their influences upon journalism practice. I t should also be recognised that this flow
of kno~v-howis not just one-way traffic from journalism to journalism
education. Journalists also need t o keep abreast of developments in journalism education, since they are at times ahead ofindustry and occasionally o u t of sync with it, as Pearson (1993: 134) noted in relation t o education's leadership with desktop publishing in the 1980s and Quinn
(1997a: 88) suggested was the situation developing with computer-assisted
reporting in Australia.
While this paper has endeavoured t o focus o n curriculum issues, it is
difficult to separate curriculun~from pedagogy in any discussion of education for a particular profession. Methods of instruction and methods of
course packaging are being re-evaluated in the light of the influence of
the Internet, particularly since the medium itself offers new options in
teaching. In turn, influences upon teaching methods can be espected t o
have impacts on the practice itself once students graduate into the
workforce. This was made abundantly clear by Allen and Miller (1997)
whose argument that the Internet mitigates for a reflective practice approach t o journalism education was detailed above. Theirs was unique in
the research literature in its attempt t o link the advent ofthe Internet with
a holistic pedagogical approach. T h e idea of a systematic regime of continual reflection in the educational laboratory and later in the professional
workplace as developed by Schon (1987) and applied to journalism by
Allen and h4iller (1997) seems t o lend itselfto the rapidly changing technological context of journalism and deserves further exploration. Its importance is underscored by the fact that the panel of newspaper industry
experts interviewed by Massey (1996) in her Delphi study identified the
need "to keep learning and changing what they d o and how they d o it"
as the prime skill required by the new generation of journalists.
Some ofthe Internet's influences upon journalisnl are cosmetic and might
easily be addressed \vith Bandaid modifications t o journalism programs.
!3ut others go t o the very heart of the mission of iournalism, rendering
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many o f t h e current approaches to t h e education of journalists anachronistic. This demands a comprehensive re-evaluation of t h e aim, role a n d
function ofjournalism education in this daunting n e w media e n \wonment.
'
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